POSITION PURPOSE
Compose, arrange, adapt and perform music for modern dance classes and concerts to support dance performance and education in the School of Fine, Performing and Communication Arts at the University.

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS
- Compose, arrange, adapt and perform music for modern dance classes and concerts. Perform musical piece or score playing string and percussion instruments, e.g. piano, synthesizer and drums. Accompany dance classes with music; assist students in learning dance movements.

- Prepare audio tapes for concert use. Record music for rehearsals, classes and concerts; conduct sound checks of instruments and audio-visual equipment. Videotape rehearsals, classroom instruction and any related dance projects.

- Oversee, monitor and maintain music equipment and supply inventory. Contact appropriate vendor representatives to locate, order and procure audio-visual equipment and recorded music, e.g. records, tapes, sheet music, etc. Provide routine repair, maintenance and adjustment to malfunctioning or inoperable equipment.

- Consult with faculty, students and staff giving musical or technical assistance. Assist faculty students and choreographers in appropriate selection, composition or adaptation of music for performance or classroom instruction.

- May assist in providing classroom instruction as it applies to music production and dance.

- Perform related work as assigned.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
This classification is designed to provide music composition and arrangement for modern dance classes and concerts to support both dance performance and education. Work activities require prolonged specialized training and formal instruction in musical composition, improvisation and accompaniment. The incumbent must have the ability to perform musical pieces and scores playing string and percussion instruments, e.g. piano, synthesizer and drums. Work activities are performed independently but in consultation with faculty, staff and students. This classification is generally assigned to the Department of Dance in the School of Fine, Performing and Communication Arts at the University. This classification reports to and receives work direction from a Department Chair.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
- High school graduate, supplemented by coursework in music composition and performance. Advanced training and/or mastery in playing string and percussion instruments, e.g. piano, synthesizer and drums.
- Bachelors degree with a major concentration in music performance preferred.
- Some experience as an accompanist for modern dance and ballet.
- Ability to compose, arrange and adapt music for modern dance classes and concerts.
- Ability to communicate effectively with others.
- Ability to improvise on both piano and drums.
- Typically, incumbents have had experience accompanying dance classes and recitals.